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3. New York Central
Across the river, where the ice-floes drifted down towards
the sea, a line of hills was watching. Faced with brownish
cliffs, they seemed to look down a little scornfully. For the
Palisades of the Hudson frown, as if conscious of their
slightly exaggerated reputation. Yet one should remember
that they owe it to eyes accustomed to the monotony of
Western plains. They looked, if truth must be confessed, a
little tame to travellers fresh from the more tumultuous
geology of Europe. For the Old World excels (as one might
expect) in the oldest of all decorative arts—the judicious
disposition of geological formations to compose a landscape.
Happy the continent that has no geological history. Happy,
indeed, but less attractive to the eye. For it is the paradox
of scenery that its greatest beauties are always ravaged
beauties. Scored with the tracks of glaciers, old continents
outshine the smooth and uneventful features of their
younger sisters; and loveliness, bred in the disordered
ruins of dim geological catastrophes, still haunts them. So
the Palisades seem slightly tame to west-bound explorers,
fresh from Europe. But east-bound, after the featureless
procession of the Plains, the eye acclaims them.
That afternoon they watched the ice-floes in the river;
and the blocks sailed by, a shade derisive of the imprisoned
steamers by the shore. The country lay under the mon-
strous untidiness of frost all the way from Yonkers to the
pointed roofs of Albany. It was a mild thrill, perhaps, to
hear the engines hoot across the water to Sing-Sing. But a
greater thrill was waiting. For suddenly the jarring brakes
had halted us right opposite a single name framed (and how
rightly) in gold; and the frame enclosed the blessed word
" Poughkeepsie." The shocks of New-World nomenclature
are rarely analysed. Perhaps too rarely, since more than
half the charm of American travel resides in the place-names.
What delight in Rolling Prairie ; what grace in Miami (until
it is pronounced as the indignant outcry of an angry car-

